Editorial

We bring the first issue of the ninth volume of the Journal of Data Processing with the below described papers.

In the first paper on “Implementing Information Literacy Models for Learning Environment”, the authors Alagu and Thanuskodi, have outlined the models of information literacy. Their paper is almost a review of the existing models wherein they discussed the pros and cons and features of them in detail.

In the next paper on “The Perspective from India Massive Open Online Courses (Moocs): Guidelines for Developing Online Course”, the authors Muthuvennila and Thanuskodi have presented an overview of online courses in India. They have discussed the Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) which is a free Web-based distance learning program that is designed for the participation of large numbers of geographically dispersed students.

In the next paper on “Information Professionals and their Competency Skills in Modern Digital Academic Environment” the authors Shajihan and Muthumari have discussed the different roles performed by the information professionals in the modern digital Academic environment. They viewed that the present advanced condition has brought a considerable measure of changes on the library and information services as well as on the parts and desires of the information professionals to fulfil their client’s information requirements.

Maheswaran in the last paper on “Visualizing the Citation Patterns of Quantum Cryptography Research Publications: A Study using CiteNet Explorer” analysed the citation network of Quantum cryptography research publications during the period 1989-2015. This study also presented the visualization of publications, citation network, cluster analysis and core publications in Quantum cryptography research output in the studied domain.

We will come with more research in the next issues.
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